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"Discover the amazing world of fish - how they evolved, how they live, and their weird and wonderful

habits"--Cover.
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I bought this book for my son, my 3 y/o fish enthusiast, and the two of us have learned so much.

The text, the captions and the marvelous pictures combine to make this a top quality product. My

three year old has learned the parts of the fish, how they breathe. He has learned about the

seahorse and about his favorite: the flounder (flatfish). The organization of this book allows for kids

with short attention spans to still absorbe immense amounts of information. I highly recomend this

book for anyone, even if you're not yet interested in fish, yoiu soon will be!

Bought this for my 8 year old nephew and he loved it! The pictures are beautifully done, and the is

so much great information. I gave it to him for his birthday while we were camping and it was the

most fought over item the whole weekend. Even the adults loved reading it.

This book on fish is terrific and just what my grandson wants...real photographs of fish. It was used

but you'd never know...it looks like new. Great find, great price, and shipped promptly.



I bought this for my nephew's 7th birthday. He's a fish fanatic!The book has great, colorful and

detailed pages. It's educational (a bit advanced for his age, but he will grow into it).It was a huge hit

with a young boy who loves fish. I look forward to buying him more DK Eyewitness books.

For those who are new to the Eyewitness format, it consists of thematically arranged two-page

spreads of brilliant photographs on a white background. There is an intro paragraph in the upper

left-hand corner, but most of the text is in the captions that go with the photographs. Generally, the

biological sciences titles are the strongest in this series, since other topics often need a more

organized progression of topics. You'll get a lot of information out of these books, but you won't get

a systematic anaylsis.This series is strongest in the biological sciences, and this book is no

exception. Excellently organized, extremely clear, and with incredible illustrations, this is a book to

treasure.

I purchased this book about fish and gave to my eight year old grandson . He is always interested

learning about different type fish and what look like . His dad takes him fishing out in the Gulf of

Mexico often . He was happy when he opened his Christmas gift from me and saw it was a book all

about different kind of fish

I bought this for my 6 year old grandson who is not only fascinated with fish but an avid fisherman

as well. He loves this book (so does his Grandpa). The pictures are beautiful and the text is easy to

read and understand. This is an excellent book for any fish lover, child or adult.

My 3 yr old grandson loved this book. He learned about why a fish has gills and now will point out all

the gills on every fish he catches fishing, and tell you they are to remove oxygen from the water.

Great book!
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